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is the best. We hardly ever come into contact with other passe
gers. We have divided up our time and do everything at 1
appointed hour, so that the days pass easily.
The love of our Indian brethren in their thousands and 1
honour they accorded us are constantly in our minds. That k
reminds me of the wonderful power of the soul and its ext
ordinary properties. The functions at Durban, Verula
Johannesburg, Kimberley and Pretoria are, we find, impossil
to forget. The Cape Town friends, moreover, placed us un<
a crushing burden of gratitude by taking out a procession. Whi
so many showed such immeasurable love, whom shall we thank
name? The white people, too, made an excellent demonstrati
of their affection. During the final days, we drank the cup
their love also full to the brim. Occasions such as these prc
that there is no bar or permanent division as between the whi
and Coloureds and that, if both the sides make the requii
effort, the evil in South Africa can be overcome. If one side
least were to practise satyagraha on every occasion and in ev<
manner, it is my firm faith, borne out by experience, that e\
such effort, one-sided as it would be, would suffice to remove 1
evil of colour-bar. So much by way of preface.1
[From Gujarati]
Indian Opinion, 26-8-1914
381.   THE LAST SATTAGRAHA CAMPAIGN:
MY EXPERIENCE?
[After July 23, 19
During the last campaign, the very highest limit was-reach
I have had simply no time to write of the experience, I I
meant to share it with the readers of Indian Opinion. They \
1 An editorial note at the end of the article stated that this was followed
a long account of the latest satyagraha campaign, which had been held b
for publication in the Golden Number of Indian Opinion. Vide the following it
2 Gandhiji started writing this article on board the ship after he
prepared the prefatory one, vide the preceding item. It seems to have t
sent to Ghhaganlal Gandhi in two or more instalments. It could not appare
be completed owing to Gandhiji's illness and his preoccupation in connec
with Indian Ambulance Corps work in London. Chhaganlal Gandhi coBei
the different parts of the article for publication in the Golden Numbe
Indian Qp&utt. This special issue also carried a comprehensive survey of
entire Indian struggle in South Africa and its implications by the Edito
Indian Opimon; mde Appendix XXVIII.

